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 Any help would be highly appreciated. A: I had a similar problem, and I solved it by just removing the newline from the line.
git commit -a --amend That should remove it from the last line in the commit history. Note: This only works if you're on the

master branch. ; (function() { window.require(["ace/ext/settings_ace"], function(m) { if (typeof module == "object" && typeof
exports == "object" && module) { module.exports = m; } }); })(); Bathroom Design Ideas Taking a look around your house and
you can find some of the household items that have a great deal of value when they need to be renovated. When you get a free

inspiration, you are bound to fall in love with the design of the home. In creating bathroom lighting design, the modern
bathroom lighting design will give you the look of luxury and comfort. The modern lighting design is an ideal setting for the
bathroom. No matter how small it is, your bathroom needs to be appropriately designed to offer the best comfort for bathing
and washing. The bath tub is a popular bathing device that is in every house, therefore, it is important to design it in a proper
way. The modern bathroom lighting design can provide the best lighting to create a relaxing atmosphere in your bathroom, so

that you can feel comfortable and relaxed. Because you will need to install the bathtub in your house, you should ensure that the
tub is durable and is also reliable. Modern bathroom lighting design will provide a perfect lighting design for your tub,

therefore, you will be able to 82157476af
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